How you can help us make Peace and real Freedom in the world.

By Anna Von Reitz

PLEASE---- as you can all see, I am dealing with issues on a truly planetary scale. I CANNOT take time out to help with millions of individual foreclosures, custody cases, and other outrages.

I have to keep focused on educating everyone to help themselves at the same time that I have to keep the pressure on people like John Kerry and Ban Ki-Moon and Karen Hudes to make sure that continued misrepresentations of the American People are stopped and the plans of the predatory banking interests are foiled.

We are currently working with a relatively small pool of expert workers, limited resources, and a monumental task. What I ask of each of you is this:

(1) read the material I have already placed before you to get a grasp of the history and issues and the nature of "money". Spread the news. Share your new knowledge and the discoveries you will make yourselves with your family, friends, members of your communities, and yes, "the government". We all need to wake up and start working together to put an end to the criminality which has infested the banking industry, the courts, and the corporations providing "governmental services".

(2) Organize as unincorporated counties on the land -- announce in the local papers a Public Meeting to organize the __________County, each Man or Woman wishing to reclaim your birthright status as one of the "free sovereign and independent people of the United States" needs to swear out a Declaration of Political Status saying exactly that, the situation needs to be discussed, the roster of vacant Public Offices needs to be presented and clearly distinguished from any corporate offices (meaning "Sheriff On the Land" and "Common Law County Court Judge", etc.), take nominations from the floor, and hold elections. Also start drafting your Grand Jury and Trial Jury pools from among the landowners that show up. Once you have your unincorporated County officials elected, bonded, and sworn in, start networking with other counties to do the same thing at the State level. Those who have already done this for their counties are putting together a helpful website to help, but there is nothing stopping you from moving forward on your own, just as they did. You are acting under the Public Law of the Land, including The Constitution for the united States of America, the various Statehood Compacts and Commonwealth Trusts, the United States Statutes-at-Large and American Common Law.

(3) Always bear in mind that the people now functioning in private offices and providing "governmental services" are virtually all as clueless as you were when you started. They believe--- mostly in Good Faith--- that they have been elected to valid public office representing the land jurisdiction and the people of the United States. The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act and the International Organizations Immunities Act and Judge Ridgeway's Admission in Rod Class's litigations in North Carolina should convince them otherwise in short order. From there, you must bring them along and help ensure that they
are in compliance with the Public Law and respecting the separation of powers--- that is, separation of jurisdiction yielding all jurisdiction over the living people and their assets to the Common Law Courts and officers of the Public Law, while they may retain jurisdiction over corporations and federal employees (including "federal State of State and federal County" employees, and Federal United States "inhabitants" who are British Crown subjects present on our land for the purpose of providing "essential governmental services" per Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2. Bear in mind that the "inhabitants" all have Equal Civil Rights to yours by agreement of the Congress which acts as a Plenary Oligarchy ruling over the federal employees and inhabitants. There is no reason to be impolite or mean to these people, most of whom are well-intentioned.
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